
Swim Families:

We are well into our first session of the 2020-21 season and I want to take the opportunity to thank
everyone who has made this season possible.

Our coaches have been invaluable in developing our program in a manner that is consistent with
Ontario regulations, Public Health guidelines, venue rules and Swim Ontario procedures. They
have also ably delivered programming across 4 venues in three communities. 

Swim Ontario and our four venues have been good partners. They have worked with us to provide
a safe environment for our swimmers and coaches, provided ongoing information and guidance.

Our volunteer board meets regularly to address an ever-evolving situation. They have worked hard
to ensure a return to swimming in a financial responsible manner. Members of the board have been
instrumental in organizing our recent virtual awards ceremony and our Craft Beer fund raiser.
Recently they have secured the “Head to Head” program for our swimmers. 

Most of all I would like to thank our swimmers and their parents. Everyone has worked hard to
follow all the protocols, maintain each others safety, and worked diligently at perfecting their
swimming skills.

The Board is currently working hard with Swim Ontario and our venues for a possible return to
competition as well as offering Master and Swim School programs. The timing of our ability to do
these things will depend on the public health situation in the Province.

To everyone – stay well, be safe and be kind.
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FROM CLUB PRESIDENT, 
ANDY MITCHELL



Deliberate practice has always
been important to effective
training.  This has never been
truer than this season were
training times have been
reduced and swimmers need to
utilize each training session to
the fullest.  

Performance enhancement or
improvement can occur in
competition or training.
Athletes spend 95-99% of sport
related time in training.
Deliberate practice is goal-
oriented focused on improving
one’s current performance.
The features of deliberate
training involve conscious
reflection and evaluation,
limited immediate reward, and
difficult to sustain over years.  

A study in 2006 of Canadian
swimmers aged 13-18 years
identifies behaviours of
swimmers that contributed to
high quality or deliberate
practice. 
These behaviours included the
following:
·   Focused deliberate in stroke-
correction drills
·   On-task in dryland activities 

· Complete volume for entire
workout
· Never coach-reminded for
readiness, promptness
·  Complete volume in warmup
· Chooses challenging strokes
and sets
· Complete volume in warm
down
·  On task in warmup
·  Has all equipment
·  Accurate recall of pace times
· Consistent pace times and
effort
· Fast in transition during
practice
· Continuously active during
recovery
·   Focused on kick sets
·   First onto pool deck
· Consistent intensity, even
early in practice
·   Relates details well to coach
·  First into the water in warm
up
·  Leads repetitions
·  Always stars on the clock
· Races to out touch other
swimmers

Deliberate practice and
development of expertise in
sport requires high levels of
concentration and an approach
of intensity.

FROM HEAD COACH, 
DAN STRATTON

Organization of activities that
align with goals are critical and
include athletic hygiene
(sufficient rest, proper eating,
effective hydration, and time
management).  Efforts to
correct weaknesses through
repeated opportunities to
refine one’s form. The
presence of effective feedback
from a qualified and reliable
coach can aid in the process,
however the swimmer needs
to be receptive to this feedback
and integrate this feedback into
their training routines and
skills.

Many aspects of our sport have
been altered by a new reality. 
 However, some aspects remain
the same and further are more
important then ever. Deliberate
practices will ensure that your
developmental swimmer
evolves into an expert. This
approach will ultimately
impact performance and
ensure that the time is
well spent.



As we move to the next stage of reopening, our facilities at TPASC and Lindsay Recreation complex
have advised that we are able to access change rooms for proper protocols of use. This eliminates the
need to use the deck for changing after swimmer’s respective workouts. We continue to ask that
swimmers arrive prepared to swim, and to avoid using the change rooms prior to their workouts.
However, post workouts swimmers are able to use the change rooms however be mindful fo
the policy in effect for Lindsay recreation complex. This policy change will be
implemented with immediate effect.

Lindsay Recreation Complex
• When possible, participants are asked to come changed and ready to swim.
• Change Room use is permitted for a maximum of 20 minutes prior to and immediately following
swim times.
• Change Room patrons must ensure a physical distance of a minimum distance of 6 feet (2 meters)
from other users at all time.
• Masks/Face Coverings must be worn at all times while in the Change Room.
• There will be a maximum of 15 people permitted in the Change Room at one time.

Those swimmers attending Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre (TPASC) will be allowed change room
access beginning the week of November 2nd. We again have specific requirements for use of the
change rooms in this venue and remind swimmers that they are must be in compliance with these
rules. Swimmers that breach protocols may be subject to discipline policies that are consistent with
return to swimming committee (RTS) recommendations.

Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre
• Masks must be worn at all times.
• 2 meter physical distancing at all times.
• No socializing.
• No showering.
• Wipe down your area after use.
• no locker access.
• 5 minutes to change.

UPDATES REGARDING
CHANGE ROOM ACCESS

https://swimswam.com/power-journaling-swimmers/








Dear AG Families,
I want to thank  all of our AG
Families, those currently
swimming and those who will
return in the future for your
ongoing support of your
swimmers and for your support
of me as a swim coach. Equally
as important I thank you for
your patience and support of
the Trent Swim Club!!! The
Covid-19 pandemic has
impacted all of us in so many
ways. So, even with all the ways
you have been challenged by
Covid-19 you have continued to
be wonderful in your support.
The quality of your support and
interest is reflected in the
quality of commitment from
your swimmers. 
 
To the AG swimmers, I am very
proud of the quality of training
and effort I have seen since the
very beginning of our Covid-19
training experience. Yes, I do
get on you for working to be at
your technical best and to put in
your best efforts, but that’s just
normal. AG swimmers, you
should be very proud of your
efforts at Dryland and in the
pool. You are going to be very

FROM HEAD AG COACH,
KENT CROCKOWER

ready to race and excel as
swimmers as we move closer,
even if slowly, to competing
once again.

Once again, thank you to you,
our families and swimmers for
being outstanding contributors
to our swim club. Thank you for
your hindsight in remembering
how wonderful our swimming
is, thank you for being present
and being patient with our
present training plan and thank
you for seeing the positive
places we will go in the future.
Your hindsight, present sight
and future sight will help us to
be a strong swim club and to
continue to be a wonderful
youth sports organization in the
Peterborough area for more
than 80 years.

Thank you very much, 
KentCrockower, AG Coach

Lets Continue to BE Positive,
Let talk Positive!

There is a proven 1-2 punch we
need to always keep in mind.
Positive Talk and Positive Body
Language and Movements

makes a difference in our
athletic performance in practice
and when we compete. You do
not have to wonder if Positive
Talk and Positive Body
Language work, a study
involving 150 CrossFit athletes
looked to see what kind of effect
nodding and shaking your head
would have when combined
with positive and negative self-
talk.

Not surprising to those of us
who use positive talk and
positive body speak, researchers
found that being totally positive
improves athletic performances.
Researchers had participants
write out a number of positive
and negative statements
regarding their physical
preparedness (“I’ve been
working really hard lately” or “I
have been slacking off”).

Then the researchers had the
athletes wear headphones and
listen to their statements. Half
the group were told to move
their head up and down
(nodding), while the other half
shifted their head side to side as
if they were indicating NO.
Lastly, athletes were tested on a
max vertical jump, a squat test
(30 reps in :45), and 1 Rep Max
deadlift.

Here are the results:
On the vertical jump test the
results so a clear relationship
between being positive in
language and being positive in
body language, the total positive
CrossFit athletes averaged over
33cm in height. When shaking
their heads, both positive and
negative self-statements
performed around the same, at
28-29cm. But it was nodding in
agreement with negative self-
talk that fared worst, at just
26cm.

Please read the full article, here
is your link to positivity.

https://swimswam.com/power-journaling-swimmers/
https://swimswam.com/power-journaling-swimmers/
https://swimswam.com/pro-tip-how-to-power-up-your-self-talk-this-season/


Social distancing may be putting a damper on our social calendar,
but we are still trying to keep things interesting, and hope the
kids will enjoy the below events. 

DATES TO REMEMBER

Date                     Event                               Location
Saturday, Nov. 14     Time Trials                                Lindsay                  
 4pm - 7pm               AG Train / Race Groups

SWIMMER OF
THE MONTH

Each month our club selects
swimmers to be recognized for
their hard work, dedication
and efforts.
  
CONGRATULATIONS Week
1-5 Recipients:

AG DEVO TRAINING:

AG RACE SWIMMERS:

Trent Athletics Centre has advised our coaching staff that
swimmers may use kickboards and pull buoys at their respective
workouts.  

Please ensure that your swimmers utilize the bins adjacent to the
lanes for their personal belongings and their mesh bags. 

Mesh bags must return home with the swimmer after each
training session. We recommend that swimmers sanitize their
mesh equipment bags after each training session.  

Recap:  The following equipment is permitted:

TPASC and Lindsay:
Kickboards, Pull buoys, Fins, Hand Paddles

TRENT:
Pull buoys, Kickboards, Fins, Hand Paddles.

No snorkels allowed at any venue.  Swim Ontario ruling.

SWIM EQUIPMENT 

AVERY FAM

MELINA
MELETIOU

ROWAN
CAMPBELL

We are now offering a new
method of payment to pay the
monthly program fees to help
you and the club save money!
This will allow you to save credit
card fees (which is 2% of the
amount). It will also allow the
club to save on credit card fees
(on average $5,000 per year)! It
would be set up as a pre-
authorized payment in your
bank account.  If you would like
to save on your credit card fees,
email
Treasurer@trentswimming.com
for more information!

THERE'S A
NEW PAYMENT

METHOD
AVAILABLE! 

Saturday, Nov. 21      Jolyn Pop-Up                            1079 Parkhill         
 11am - 3pm               

Sunday, Nov. 15       Time Trials                                Lindsay                  
 4pm - 7pm                JR / SR Groups

https://www.teamunify.com/SubTabGeneric.jsp?team=cantsc&_stabid_=152652


Distance Freestyle:  Rachel Chaye & Patrick Turner
Sprint Freestyles: Tayler Leerentveld & Ryder Linde Elmhirst
Backstroke: Clara Murison & Samuel Loureiro Kent
Breaststroke: Maxeen Mullen & Patrick Turner
Butterfly: Rachel Chayer & Lucas Pavalachi Sofrone
Individual Medley:  Rachel Chayer & Lucas Pavalachi Sofrone

Most Valuable Swimmers
10 and Under:  Olivia Preston & Mitchell Damaia 
11 and 12: Elisa Furgal & Tanner Harris Barton 
13 and 14: Taylor Tompkins & Jacob Paterak
15 and over: Rachel Chayer & Ryder Linde Elmhirst 

Reg Chappell Award:  Tanner Harris Barton & Makayla Tucker
Keith Taylor Award: Elise Furgal &  Ayden Capsey
Developmental Award: Clara Murison, Olivia Akiyama &
Rowan Campbell

Team Leadership Award:
 Junior/Senior: Samuel Loureiro Kent
AG 1-3:  Clara Murison, Elise Furgal &  Olivia Akiyama

Stroke Award Medallions:
Bronze: Scott Devlin, Conor Over 
Silver: Madison Decloux, Megan Hopkins, Liam Hoyle, 
Leilah Matamoros, Rielle MacDougall, Ada Speck, Naomi Smith,
Tyson Tucker

Award of Excellence: 
Tayler Leerentveld

Most Improved Swimmer:
Patrick Turner

Graduating Swimmers 2020
Paige Piche & Samuel Loureiro
Kent

Seconds Off Medallions
Bronze: 
Olivia Akiyama
Elizabeth Bell
Rowan Campbell
Zoe Campbell
Ayden Capsey
Danica Deck
Griffith Dunkin
Elise Furgal
Tanner Harris Barton
Nadiya Linde Elmhirst
Samantha Garside
Katie Hopkins 
Megan Hopkins
Ali Jones
Samuel Loureiro Kent
Melina Meletiou
Macy Mullen
Maxeen Mullen
Graciella Ngwana
Jacob Paterak
Olivia Preston
Hunter Showers 
Ethan Showers 
Taylor Tompkins

Silver:
Logan Garside
Sophie Kidd
Clara Murison
Lucas Pavalachi Sofrone
Paige Piche
Makayla Tucker

Gold:
Owen Cecile
Rachel Chayer
Sarah Davis
Kelly Mitchell
Patrick Turner 

THE 2020 AWARD RECIPIENTS

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/special-price-toronto-head-to-head-clinic-with-olympian-tera-van-beilen-tickets-74695186313


There are still a bunch of
mesh swim bags that have
not been collected from end
of season last year. 

If your swimmer still needs
to collect their mesh bag
please contact Brandi at
TeamManager@trentswimm
ing.com to arrange for pick
up by Friday, November
20th.  After this date, a
virtual club yard sale of any
remaining equipment and all
funds raised will go to the
club.  More details to follow! 

MESH SWIM
BAGS

Saturday, November 21, 2020
11 AM EST – 3 PM 
1079 Parkhill Rd W, Peterborough,
Trent Swim Club is hosting JOLYN!

Come shop and support our club.  Friendly remindres,
no cash, no try-ons (may be permitted over clothes),  2
m distance at all times and masks are mandatory.  See
you there!

JOLYN POP UP!

WE MADE THE NEWS!
Our club's dedication to keeping our swimmers in the pool has
made the local news!  It's great for our community to see the
efforts we are putting forth to keep our swimmers swimming!  
 
To read the article, click here!

https://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/sports/peterborough-region/2020/09/28/trent-swimmers-from-peterborough-head-to-toronto-lindsay-pools.html

